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STUNNING

Celebrity Homes
PEEK INSIDE
THE HOMES OF

Luke Bryan,
Mike Wolfe,
,
Trisha Yearwood
and more!
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INSPIRING SPACES
LOCAL DESIGNERS SHARE THEIR FAVORITE PROJECTS

When we’re in need of a creative boost, we turn to Nashville’s design community, which is chock full of
talent. Our city’s interior designers are constantly working behind the scenes to create stunning-yet-livable
homes. For a look at some of the most inspiring spaces (both private and public) around town, we turned to
the experts and asked them to tell us how they created each look and what they love most about their work.

Julie Couch
interior designer

I created this dining room for
my dear friend, Christy, who
has also been a client for several
years. She’s an absolute treasure
to collaborate with! We both love
mixing old and new, modern and
traditional elements to create a
unique and “collected” space. We
changed her existing (and never
used) formal living room into her
new dining room. Since she and
her husband love to entertain, the
former living room was an ideal
place to create a gorgeous dining
room that now seats 10.
We started with the gorgeous dark gray Schumacher wall
covering and the incredible beaded
chandeliers. I designed the iron
and antique mirror dining room
table, which we had made locally.
The1960s host chairs were painted
and recovered in rich peacock blue
velvet. The washable slipc vered
chairs are soft and timeless, and
they provide the perfect backdrop
for colorful art and family photos.
I have loved working on this
home over the years because it’s a
“real” home for a wonderful “real”
family of fi e! Th y are gracious
entertainers, and they allow me
to implement all my ideas into a
space that is uniquely “them.”
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